URI AL&C is made up of 64 Cooperation Circles in Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Cuba, Chile, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Mexico, Paraguay, Panama, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela.

The work includes cultural, social and religious diversity and the great teachings of indigenous worldviews.

Every year, URI Latin America & the Caribbean joins the celebration of Interreligious Week through activities organized by our Cooperation Circles in each of their locations, to honor this diversity and their particular efforts, we share this special edition of our Connections newsletter.

May Peace prevail on Earth
Activities for peace and investment are held with the Children of Hogar de Acogida, with the support of the Luis Dolan de la UCV Interreligious and Intercultural Studies Chair to strengthen self-esteem and education in values of the Children in Carapita, a popular area of Caracas.

CC Fé Menina Brasil y CC Unisoes

Brazil

CC Fé Menina Brasil and CC Unisoes, in partnership with the House of United Religions held a vigil on 06/02 from 22 to 24h. The purpose of this vigil: to strengthen interreligious harmony, the building of a culture of peace on the planet and respect for Life; all participants were invited to share the Sacred for Interreligious Harmony.
CC Builders for Peace

Argentina

On February 28, 2023, an Interreligious Prayer was held at the Metropolitan Cathedral of Buenos Aires with the intention of asking for peace and consolation for the inhabitants of Syria and Turkey, who were affected by such a harsh natural tragedy. Members of CC Puentes Constructores participated in this activity as representatives of URI AL&C.

CC Caminhos da Terra

Brazil

Shamanic Healing Wheel, open to the public. Celebrating Women’s Day in an interfaith vision. Seeking healing and harmony between the sacred feminine and the sacred masculine within us, through shamanic journeys to the sound of the drum. We had the presence of more than 15 people who shared their stories and found answers in this healing work.

A C.C. Caminhos da Terra project - A Healing Wheel per month, open to the public. With the objective of seeking integration between the sacred feminine and masculine, thus collaborating for the rescue of dignity in the relationship between men and women, opening the dialogue about violence and femicide. Where does this energy come from? How to cure this disagreement?
CC Para el Diálogo
Venezuela

Within the framework of the celebration of Interfaith Harmony Week, members of CC para el Dialogo were invited by the Embassy of Japan to participate in the celebration of its Cultural Week.

Meditation and training workshops on interreligious and intercultural dialogue were held by Rev. Marina Tirado who announced the work that the URI network is doing in the world.

CC Quinaroes
Venezuela

Some members of CC Quinaroes present in Trujillo accompanied the procession of the Virgin of La Paz through the main streets of the city, within the framework of the celebration of the Week of Interreligious Harmony.

This activity allows to share and promote cycling sport for all ages, from young people to seniors. It was pleasant to talk about why this devotion and accompaniment, the number of years they have been doing sports and also thanking through cycling the kindness of Mother Maria.

Cycling helps people not only maintain a healthy body, but also mentally and spiritually connect with nature and lead to feeling better. You can have conversations, pleasant moments and talk with different people who, although with different creeds, are in search of their personal balance.
CC Builders for Peace
Argentina

On February 28, 2023, an Interreligious Prayer was held at the Metropolitan Cathedral of Buenos Aires with the intention of asking for peace and consolation for the inhabitants of Syria and Turkey, who were affected by such a harsh natural tragedy. Members of CC Puentes Constructores participated in this activity as representatives of URI AL&C.

CC Instituto Ecumênico Fé e Política do Acre
Brasil

CONVOCATION DAY 21 at 8:30 IN THE LAKE OF LOVE!

On Saturday was the day of the FIGHT AGAINST RELIGIOUS INTOLERANCE AND THE FOR THE CULTURE OF PEACE AND DEMOCRACY.

CC Acre invited all members of different religious denominations, in the certainty that they would be present, giving their testimony, their testimony and their prayer and, at the end, will receive a seedling from IPÊ BRANCO.